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Abstract
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1 Introduction

In games with a single principal and several agents, the revelation principleis a well-established

result. Stated in terms of payoffs, it guarantees that every equilibrium outcome of any commu-

nication mechanism can be also supported by an equivalent incentive-compatible mechanism.

Individuals’ rational behaviors in any coordination mechanism can therefore be characterized

without any loss of generality by restricting attention to the set of incentive-compatible mech-

anisms. Stochastic mechanisms and private recommendations used by the principal with each

agent are necessary features for the revelation principle to go through.1

This paper analyzes the situation where a single principal strategically interacts with many

agents in a scenario of pure moral hazard. That is, there is complete information about agents’

types but every agent can take some non-contractible action affecting allother players’ payoffs.

Most applications of mechanism design to moral hazard problems with many agents restrict

the analysis to take-it or leave-it offers. Research work has shown that allowing for randomiza-

tion improves on players payoffs.2

It is also well-known that if communication is allowed, players can achieve even higher

equilibrium outcomes.3 This depends on the fact that the set of correlated equilibria is larger

than the set of Nash equilibria. Nonetheless, these mechanisms are in general quite complex due

to their intrinsic stochastic nature.

We propose an alternative method to support correlated outcome in games ofmoral hazard

with multiple agents, which relies on the use of deterministic mechanisms with messageson the

part of the principal.

These are standard mechanisms in the literature on incomplete information. We find it inter-

esting that they can be useful even in the context of pure moral hazard.

In the following, we briefly sketch the main features of the general framework we examine,

then develop our argument by means of two examples. The first example shows that relative to

take-it or leave-it offers, it is possible to introduce a communication mechanism which supports

additional equilibrium outcomes. In particular, the example is casted in a framework where the

principal can be interpreted as a utilitarian government. We show that the explicit introduction

of communication has a welfare enhancing effect, and allows to achieve the first best outcome.

1See Gibbard (1973), Green and Laffont (1977), Dasgupta, Hammond, and Maskin (1979), Myerson (1979) and,
for generalized principal-agent games, see Myerson (1982).

2See Arnott and Stiglitz (1993), Prescott (1999), Gjesdal (1982) for pure moral hazard, and Strausz (2003) for a
discussion on the role of lotteries in the context of incomplete information.

3See Aumann (1974), Myerson (1982) among others. For the analysisof multi-principal multi-agent games with
moral hazard, see Attar, Campioni, Piaser, and Rajan (2007).
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In a second example, we show that in a standard model of stochastic production with moral

hazard, communication through messages can be welfare improving. This example has a flavor

of delegation; by letting one agent choose the compensation scheme, the principal givesto the

other agent more incentives to choose the right level of effort.

We provide sufficient conditions for the equilibria supported by stochasticdirect mecha-

nisms, to be sustained by means of deterministic indirect mechanisms. Then, we discuss the

work by Rahman and Obara (2008), which deals with moral hazard in teams and has the prin-

cipal contracting secretly with some agents to achieve almost efficient allocations. In relating

our work to theirs, we show that their equilibrium allocation cannot be decentralized with our

deterministic indirect mechanisms.

2 The Model

There is one principal dealing withn ≥ 2 agents. There is complete information about agent

types, so for each agenti the type spaceΘi may be taken to be a singleton. Each agenti chooses

an unobservable effortei ∈ Ei . Therefore, the model is one of pure moral hazard. We denote the

vector of efforts ase=
(

e1,e2, ...,en
)

∈ E = ×n
i=1Ei .

Let Y be a set of allocation rules available to the principal, with generic elementy∈Y. An

allocation can be, for example, monetary transfers, tax rates, prices, orquantities, depending on

the interpretation of the model. For convenience, we will consider allocationsthat lie inRn.

An allocation ruley is an incentive scheme. Typically, in a moral hazard framework, agents’

efforts lead to a probability distribution over output or profit. Let∆(Rn) denote the space of

probability distributions overRn, and letZ denote the set of feasible outputs. An allocation rule

y j : Z → ∆(Rℓ) is then a function of the realized output, and the setYj is the set of functions

from the output space to the space of allocations.

We use the general communication structure for generalized principal-agent models intro-

duced by Myerson (1982). We takeMi andRi to be the set of messages that the principal can

receive from agenti and the set of recommendations he is allowed to send him, respectively.

We also denoteM = ×iMi andR = ×iRi . As in Myerson (1982), the principal’s behavior is

described by the choice ruleπ : M → ∆(Y×R). That is, the principal chooses a realization from

the lotteryπ, and communicates the realized recommendationsr to the agents. Conditional on

observingr i , agenti updates her belief about the stochastic allocation ruley, but need not know

the actual realization of the rule. Since recommendations are private, two agentsi and i′ may

have different posterior beliefs on the chosen allocation rule.
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A mechanism offered by principalj is thus given byγ j = (M j ,Rj ,π j). Mechanisms are

publicly observed, but the message from agenti to the principal, and the recommendation from

the principal to agenti, are observed only by the principal and by agenti.

There are two stages at which agenti moves in the game. First, she sends the message array

mi to the principal. Second, after observing her private recommendationr i , she chooses the

effort levelei ∈ Ei . Agents’ and principal’s payoffs are evaluated by von Neumann-Morgenstern

utilities.

In this complete information framework, adirect mechanism is a probability distribution

over allocations and efforts, i.e.π̃ ∈ ∆(Y×E). The principal does not solicit messages from the

agents, and directly suggests the actions they should take. That is,Mi = Θi andRi = Ei for every

i ∈ n.

A deterministicmechanism is a mechanism in which the allocation rule is any choice rule

π : M1×·· ·×Mn →Y×
(

R1×·· ·×Rn
)

. A deterministic direct mechanism allocations is hence

defined by a lotterỹπ ∈Y×E.

As already mentioned, most applications of multi-agent models of moral hazard do not con-

sider any form of communication. In addition, the analysis is typically restrictedto equilibria

supported by deterministic mechanisms. Let us call those ones as equilibria intake-it or leave-it

offers. In these cases the mechanism design ability of the principal is (arbitrarily) limited, and

this restriction may have relevant positive and normative implications.

3 Communication under Moral Hazard

Take one principal and two agents. LetY = {y1,y2,y3,y4}, E1 = {a1,a2} andE2 = {b1,b2} be

the relevant decision sets. The corresponding payoffs are represented in the following matrices,

where the first payoff is that of the principal who chooses the table, the second and third payoffs

are those of agent 1 and 2.

y = y1

b1 b2

a1 (2,1,1) (10,8,2)

a2 (4,2,2) (15,5,10)

y = y2

b1 b2

a1 (4,2,2) (2,1,1)

a2 (15,10,5) (10,2,8)

y = y3

b1 b2

a1 (10,2,8) (15,10,5)

a2 (2,1,1) (4,2,2)

y = y4

b1 b2

a1 (15,5,10) (4,2,2)

a2 (10,8,2) (2,1,1)
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Let us first consider the take-it or leave-it offer game. One should observe that every continu-

ation game induced by the choice of someyi admits the unique equilibrium outcome(10,2,8).It

is also immediate to check that the principal cannot achieve a payoff of 15 byoffering lotter-

ies over allocations. Suppose now that the principal can communicate with agents through the

message spacesM1 = M2 = {m1,m2}. Consider the following mechanism:

• If both agents send the messagem1, the principal selectsy1.

• If agent 1 sendsm1 and agent 2m2, the principal selectsy2.

• If agent 1 sendsm2 and agent 2m1, the principal selectsy3.

• If both agents sendm2, the principal selectsy4.

This strategy induces a simultaneous-move game among agents:

(m1,b1) (m1,b2) (m2,b1) (m2,b2)

(m1,a1) (2,1,1) (10,8,2) (4,2,2) (2,1,1)

(m1,a2) (4,2,2) (15,5,10) (15,10,5) (10,2,8)

(m2,a1) (10,2,8) (15,10,5) (15,5,10) (4,2,2)

(m2,a2) (2,1,1) (4,2,2) (10,8,2) (2,1,1)

In this game, there is no equilibrium in pure strategies. The unique mixed-strategy Nash

equilibrium is:

• Agent 1 mixes between(m1,a2) and(m2,a1), with probabilities1/2 and 1/2.

• Agent 2 mixes between(m1,b2) and(m2,b1), with probabilities1/2 and 1/2

At the equilibrium, the principal achieves a payoff of 15. That is, the principal has an incen-

tive to use communication to extract some private information from agents, thereby sustaining a

correlated outcome over allocations and efforts.

The example delivers several intuitions.

As a matter of fact, simple take-it or leave-it offers schemes fail to generatea correlation

between principal’s decisions and agents’ efforts. This correlation canonly be reproduced letting

the principal send recommendations. To derive such recommendations it is sufficient to observe

that the distribution over efforts and allocations that is induced at the equilibrium of the indirect

mechanism above is:̃π(y4,a1,b1) = π̃(y1,a2,b2) = π̃(y3,a1,b2) = π̃(y2,a2,b1) = 1/4.
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Suppose that the principal commits to this strategy, choosing allocations and efforts accord-

ing to π̃(·), and announces the resulting recommendations to the agents. Neither agenthas an

incentive to deviate, and the mechanism is incentive compatible. As an example,consider the

case in which agent 2 is (privately) told “b2”, his posterior beliefs place probability1/2 on(y1,a2)

and 1/2 on (y3,a1). Given these beliefs,b2 is a best response. The principal reaches a payoff of

15.

This example hence proves that two features of the construction of Myerson (1982), stochas-

tic mechanisms and recommendations, are necessary to establish the RevelationPrinciple in

complete information environments. In other words, communication plays an important role in

multi-agent games of moral hazard. This complements the result of Strausz (2003), who argued

that in a setting of pure adverse selection with one principal and two agents itis no longer true

that any payoff implementable by a deterministic indirect mechanism can be replicated by a de-

terministic direct mechanism. The example can be also interpreted in welfare terms. Observe

first that, for every array of efforts(a,b), the principal’s payoff has been designed to be the

sum of the agents’ payoffs. It follows that recommendations are usefulto achieve a first best

allocation.

The latter example shows that we cannot get rid of recommendations in problems of moral

hazard with several agents. Moreover, even if we want to restrain attention to deterministic

mechanisms, indirect mechanisms can outperform the direct ones. In the rest of the section we

give conditions under which one can construct a deterministic indirect mechanism that approxi-

mately implements a given allocation.

Definition 1 Let us consider two distributions over allocation D and D′, (D,D′ ∈ ∆(Y×E)).

These two distributions areε-different if|EDV −ED′V| < ε.

Let us consider the allocationA = (y1,e1, . . . ,en) ∈ Y×E. A distribution of allocationD,

ε-different fromA, is implementable if it exists an agenti a decisiony2 ∈Y and an efforte′i such

that

1. ei ∈ argmax̂ei∈Ei Ui (y1, êi , . . . ,e−i),

2. e′i ∈ argmax̂ei∈Ei Ui
(

y2, êi ,e′−i

)

,

3. Ui (y1,ei ,e−i) = Ui (y2,e′i ,e−i),

4. ∀ j 6= i, minêi∈Ei [U j (y1, êj ,ei ,e−i j )−U j (y2, êj ,e′i ,e−i j )] < 0,

5. −minei∈Ei [U j (y1, êj ,ei ,e−i j )−U j (y2,ej ,e′i ,e−i j )]> maxêi∈Ei [U j (y1, êj ,ei ,e−i j )−U j (y2, êj ,e′i ,e−i j )].
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Theorem 1 If these five conditions are satisfied, even if the allocation A is not implementable,

it exists aε such that anε-different distribution of allocations is implementable by a indirect

deterministic mechanism.

Proof. Les us consider the following deterministic mechanism: the principal takes the decision

y1 (resp.y2) if the agenti sends the messagem1 (resp.m2).

Conditions 1, 2 and 3 ensure that for agenti it is a best reply to mix between(m1,ei) and

(m2,e′i). Next, if agenti chooses(m2,e′i) with a sufficiently hight probability, condition 4 and 5

ensure that for each agentj 6= i, it is optimal to chooses the effortej ∈ E j .

Finally, if agenti chooses the couple(m1,ei) with probability p, then the implemented allo-

cation isp-different fromA.

In the following section we consider an economic example of a Principal-Agents model in

which indirect deterministic mechanisms are welfare improving compare to take-itor leave-it

offers.

4 Communication and Efficiency

This section argues that communication mechanisms can be welfare enhancingin moral hazard

frameworks of economic interest. Consider a two-state production economy, with y > 0 being

the output in the case of success and 0 that corresponding to a failure. The probability of success

depends on the combined efforts made by the two agents. We denotep
(

e1,e2
)

the probability

of success, wheree1 (resp. e2) is the effort taken by agent 1 (agent 2). In addition, we let

ei ∈ E = {eL,eH} with eL < eH . The probability of success is increasing in both its arguments

and it is such thatp
(

e1,e2
)

= p
(

e2,e1
)

. We takeT1 andT2 to be the compensations that the

agents receive from the principal in case of success. Agents are protected by limited liability,

hence the principal cannot ask them any contribution in case of failure ofthe project.

All players have linear preferences. The principal’s payoff is :

V =
(

y−T1−T2) p
(

e1,e2) . (1)

Agents’ utilities are given by:

U1 = p
(

e1,e2)T1−e1, U2 = p
(

e1,e2)T2−e2. (2)
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We say that the transfers(T∗,T∗) to the two agents induce a first best allocation if given the

compensationT∗, each agent has an incentive to select the efforteH and earns her reservation

utility of zero. That is:

p(eH ,eH)T∗−eH = 0, (3)

which implies

T∗ =
eH

p(eH ,eH)
. (4)

The relevant incentive constraints can be represented in a simple way. WetakeT̃ to be the

smallest transfer to Agent 1 which induces her to select the efforteH provided that Agent 2 has

also choseneH . That is:

p(eH ,eH) T̃ −eH = p(eL,eH) T̃ −eL. (5)

Hence,

T̃ =
eH −eL

p(eH ,eH)− p(eL,eH)
. (6)

In a similar way, one can definěT as the smallest transfer such thateH is incentive compatible

for Agent 1 when Agent 2 has choseneL:

p(eH ,eL) Ť −eH = p(eL,eL) Ť −eL, (7)

which gives:

Ť =
eH −eL

p(eH ,eL)− p(eL,eL)
. (8)

Since the probability of success is symmetric across agents, the transfersT̃ andŤ also char-

acterize the strategic behavior of Agent 2.

To make the incentive problem meaningful, we consider the situation where thefirst best

allocation cannot be supported at equilibrium. That is, each agent has anincentive to selecteL

whenever she is offeredT∗ and the second agent has choseneH :

p(eL,eH)T∗−eL > p(eH ,eH)T∗−eH . (9)
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In addition, we refer to the standard situation where the single principal finds optimal to

induce both agents to select the high level of efforteH . This corresponds to:

(

y−2T̃
)

p(eH ,eH) >

[

y− Ť −
eL

p(eL,eH)

]

p(eL,eH) > (y−2eL) p(eL,eL) . (10)

We argue that in this standard setting there always exists an open set of parameters satisfying

(9) and(10) such that it is optimal for the principal to make use of an indirect communication

mechanism.

Consider, as an example, the following probability distributions:

p(eL,eL) = 0, p(eL,eH) = p(eH ,eL) = 1/4, p(eH ,eH) = 2/3. (11)

It follows that p(eH ,eH)− p(eL,eH) = 5/12, and the corresponding transfers are:

T∗ =
3
2

eH , T̃ =
12
5

(eH −eL), Ť = 4(eH −eL).

It is also immediate to check that(9) can be rewritten as

eH >
8
3

eL, (12)

while (10) is satisfied whenever

5
12

y >
11
5

eH −
16
5

eL, (13)

where the right-hand side is positive given(12). If (13) is satisfied, then the array of transfers

(T̃, T̃) gives the highest utility to the principal in the class of simple deterministic mechanisms

in which communication is not allowed.4

Let us now explicitly construct an indirect communication mechanism that dominates the

array of take-it or leave-it offers(T̃, T̃) from the principal’s point of view.

Consider first the transfer̂T such that:

π p(eL,eL) T̂ −πeL +(1−π) p(eL,eH) T∗− (1−π) eL

= πT̂ p(eL,eH)−πeH +(1−π)T∗p(eH ,eH)− (1−π) eH ,
(14)

4Since in our settinǧT = 4(eH − eL) > T̃ =
12
5

(eH − eL), one should observe that the principal cannot get a

payoff greater than(y−2T̃)p(eH ,eH) by inducing some mixed strategy equilibrium in the effort game played among
agents.
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with π ∈ (0,1). T̂ can be interpreted as the transfer that makes Agent 2 indifferent between

eL andeH when she faces the following uncertainty:

• with probabilityπ she receiveŝT and she believes that the Agent 1 will chooseeL

• with probability(1−π) she receivesT∗ and she believes that the Agent 1 will chooseeH .

Given our parameters, the corresponding value ofT̂ will be:

T̂ =
4
π
(
3
8

eH −eL)+
5
2

eH . (15)

Suppose now that the principal can communicate with the agents through the message spaces

M1 = M2 = {m1,m2}, and consider the indirect communication mechanism:























(m1,m1) −→,
(

T̃,T∗
)

(m1,m2) −→
(

T̃, T̂
)

,

(m2,m1) −→
(

T̃, T̂
)

,

(m2,m2) −→
(

T̃,T∗
)

,

(16)

that is, when Agent 1 and Agent 2 coordinate on the same message they receive T̃ and

T∗, respectively. If messages are different, the array
(

T̃, T̂
)

is proposed. Consider the agents’

continuation game induced by this mechanism. The reader can check that it admits a continuum

of equilibria where Agent 2 plays(eH ,m1) and Agent 1 selects any probability distribution over

(eH ,m1) and(eL,m2).5

Let π be the probability that Agent 1 assigns to the choice(eL,m2), the corresponding prin-

cipal’s payoff is:

p(eH ,eH)
(

y−T∗− T̃
)

(1−π)+π p(eL,eH)
(

y− T̂ − T̃
)

, (17)

which is monotonically decreasing inπ. Given our parameters, there always exists aπ∗ ∈

(0,1) which makes the principal indifferent between playing the direct mechanism(T̃, T̃) and

the indirect mechanism described before. Plugging the parameters definedin (4) into 17, one

gets:

π∗

[

5
12

y+
11
8

eH −eL

]

=
39
40

eH −13/5eL. (18)

One should observe that the right-hand side of(18) is always (strictly) greater than zero,

sinceeH > 8/3eL by (12). To show thatπ∗ ∈ (0,1), it is enough to remark that512y+ 11
8 eH −eL >

5One should observe the definition ofT̂ guarantees that Agent 2 has no incentive to deviate towards(eL,m1)
Agent 1 mixes over(eH ,m1) and(eL,m2) with probabilities(1−π) andπ.
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39
40eH − 13/5eL. It follows that there is a continuum of equilibrium allocations, such that the

correspondingπ is smaller thanπ∗, which provide the single principal with a profit strictly

greater than what is available through simple take-it or leave-it offers.

In order to implement the indirect mechanism that we describe in the example, theprincipal

must be able to paŷT. This requiresy to be large enough.

5 Discussion

Following the hints that we gain from the previous examples, we provide now sufficient condi-

tions to decentralize equilibria in direct mechanisms by means of deterministic indirect mecha-

nisms.

Recall thatπ̃(y,ei ,e−i) is the probability distribution induced by a direct mechanism. Abus-

ing notation we can also denoteπ̃(yi ,ei ,e−i) the probability with which the principal chooses

allocationyi and sends recommendationsei ande−i to the agents, respectively.

Let us introduce some useful properties which can be satisfied by a direct mechanism, and

will allows us to support the corresponding equilibrium allocations by means of a deterministic

indirect mechanism.

Definition 2 We say that a direct mechanism satisfies the condition ofindependence, if for every

agent i∈ I, for every effort ei ∈ Ei and e−i ∈ E−i , π(ei |e−i) = π(ei).

In addition, we want that for every given vector of efforts, the principal chooses one allo-

cation. In other words, that there exists a mapping from the efforts’ space E to the space of

principal’s decisionsY.

Definition 3 We say that a direct mechanism satisfies the condition ofidentification, if for every

y∈Y and for all e∈ E, eitherπ(y|e) = 1 or π(y|e) = 0.

Finally, we also require anindifferencecondition on the part of every agenti:

Definition 4 We say that a direct mechanism satisfies the condition ofindifference, if for every

i ∈ I and for every pair(ei , ẽi) ∈ Ei ,

Σe−i Σy ui(y,ei ,e−i)π(y,e−i |ei) = Σe−i Σy ui(y, ẽi ,e−i)π(y,e−i |ẽi)

Given these properties, we can state the following proposition:
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Proposition 1 An equilibrium allocation ruleπ̃(.) induced by a stochastic direct mechanism,

can be supported by a deterministic indirect mechanism if the direct mechanism satisfies the

conditions of independence, identification and indifference.

Proof. Let us consider agenti. Since the space of messagesMi is sufficiently large, we can

construct a mappingµi from the set of effortEi to the set of messagesMi such that ifei 6= ẽi ,

thenµi(ei) 6= µi(ẽi).

Using theidentificationcondition we can construct a deterministic indirect mechanismγi in

the following way. Whenever̃π(y|ei ,e−i) = 1, thenγ (µi(ei),µ−i(e−i)) = y.

Consider the subgame induced by the mechanismγ, we require that for each agenti it is a

mixed strategy equilibrium to play the strategy(ei ,µi(ei)) with probability πi . This is directly

implied by the conditions ofindependenceandindifference.

Consider that not all correlated equilibria can be decentralized using deterministic mecha-

nisms with messages. To see this, let us consider an example in the spirit of the partnership game

with a secret principal, as developed by Rahman and Obara (2008).

Assume there aren individuals and, of course, one principal. Each agenti can either work

(ei = 1) or shirk (ei = 0). The cost of working is denoted byc, and effort is not observable.

The output realization can be good (g) or bad (b) depending on the efforts chosen by the agents.

The probability of theg outcome isP(Σiei), whereP(.) is a strictly increasing function. The

principal offers to the agents transfers that are contingent on the realization of the output, under

the constraint of balancing the budget.

This is a standard framework used to analyze moral hazard in team. It is known that take-

it or leave-it offers cannot implement an efficient allocation, not even approximately (Radner,

Myerson, and Maskin (1986)).

Rahman and Obara (2008) propose a mechanism that supports an approximately efficient

allocation. In terms of a stochastic direct mechanism, their mechanism corresponds to the fol-

lowing one. The principal uses private recommendations to communicate with theagents, and

an associated scheme of transfers. In particular,

• with probability(1−ε), he recommends to every agent to work (ei = 1); and transfers are

T i = 0 for everyi whatever the output realization;

• with probability
ε
n

, he recommends to agenti to shirk (ei = 0) and to the other agents

to work; offeringT−i(g|ei = 0) = T̄ andT−i(b|ei = 0) = 0. To balance the budget, the

principal must propose to agenti, T i = −Σ−iT−i .

To ensure that incentive compatibility is satisfied, it must be true that whenever an agent

receives the recommendation to work, he must weakly prefer to work rather than to shirk:
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ε
n
(n−1)P(n−1)T̄ −c≥

ε
n
(n−1)P(n−2)T̄

For an agent that receives the recommendation to shirk, since his payoffis negative, he has

no incentive to work.

For everyε > 0, if T̄ is sufficiently high the incentive compatibility conditions are satisfied.

Can we implement this outcome by means of a deterministic indirect mechanism?

The answer is no. Let the principal now offer a deterministic mechanism with messages.

In this case, a pure strategy of every agenti is a pair (effort, message). In order to implement

the previous allocation, each agent must put some non-zero probability onshirking. Therefore,

if this is the case there is a non-zero probability that two agents shirk simultaneously which is

impossible under the Rahman and Obara (2008) mechanism. This corresponds to a violation of

our independenceproperty.

6 Conclusion

With this research note, we wanted to emphasize that communication plays an important role in

multi-agent models of moral hazard. By means of two examples, we showed that equilibrium

outcomes in take-it or leave-it offers can be improved upon. Then, we argue that determinis-

tic mechanisms with messages can decentralize correlated equilibria, and we provide sufficient

conditions for this result to go through.
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